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Abstract:

The debate between realists and constructivists has polarized much environmental 

scholarship in recent years. Although social constructivist accounts have proven fruitful in 

making sense of a wide range of social phenomena, their more recent application to natural 

phenomena, and especially to environmental issues, has raised questions that prove 

discomforting for many environmental scholars and activists. The dilemma raised by 

constructivists is this: If nature, wilderness, ecology, and the environment are all socially 

constructed ideas about the world rather than the world itself what is it exactly the 

environmental protection efforts are fighting to defend and preserve.
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This debate flared up among environmental scholars following the publication of 

William Cronon’s article “The Trouble With Wilderness” and the edited collection 

Uncommon Ground. Although not an entirely original argument, Cronon’s cultural and 

historical deconstruction of the wilderness idea managed to make it into the popular press, 

with an excerpt published in The New York Times. In a series of articles and magazine 

editorials, conservation biologist Michael Soulé, Earth First cofounder Dave Foreman, bio 

centric deep ecologists George Sessions and Paul Shepard, and poet Gary Snyder responded 

by decrying Cronon and his postmodern deconstructionist allies as new enemies of 

environmentalism, responsible for what Soulé and Lease called a “social siege of nature” that 

ostensibly both parallels and supports the physical siege of nature by industrial society.

One main approach to a theory of environmental ethics is anthropocentricism that is, 

the human-centred approach. A single individual’s actions with regard to the environment 

may have an impact on all human beings. We are outraged by a direct assault perpetrated by 

one human being against another, especially if the perpetrator is more powerful and 

privileged than the victim. When the assault, however, is indirect, mediated by a vector of 

some sort, then our moral sensibilities may remain untouched, especially if the powerful and 



privileged perpetrators work to direct attention away from the causal chain of events 

beginning with their actions and ending with injury to the weaker and poorer.

As Donald Brown notes in his essay in this issue of Daedalus, there is another, by 

now well-developed, way of thinking about environmental ethics the non-anthropocentric 

approach. If nature has “intrinsic value,” if it is a sacred object it should not be treated in a 

cost-benefit analysis,” even if we justly consider the costs and benefits from the point of view 

of all human parties affected, poorer people as well as richer, and future human generations 

too. The idea of justice for all human beings is not new to most world religions, but many 

have only just begun to explore the conceptual resources of their sacred texts or oral 

traditions for a non-anthropocentric environmental ethic. 

Environmental problems do not respect political boundaries is by now a truism. They 

also cross boundaries of religion and culture. The migration routes of the endangered Siberian 

crane, for example, extend from shamanic Siberia through Eastern Orthodox Russia, cross 

Buddhist Tibet, Confucian China, and Islamic Afghanistan, and end in Hindu India. So if the 

biodiversity crisis and all our other environmental problems mandate the development of 

environmental ethics. But at the end of it all, we should not rest content with a collection of 

environmental ethics grounded in diverse worldviews that are not somehow unified and 

reconciled. Precisely because environmental problems cross religious and cultural 

boundaries, we need to achieve coherence and coordination among the conservation policies 

inspired and guided by the multicultural environmental ethics now taking shape. 

An anthropocentric Islamic environmental ethic, for example, might counsel 

conserving elephants by carefully regulated trophy hunting, while a bio centric Jain 

environmental ethic might find such a policy abominable. How are such differences to be 

adjudicated? To make this point more explicit, the concept of multicultural ecologies is 

proposed. This suggests that all ecologies are fluidly and pluralistically cultural, not only in 

the sense that they are constructed as ideas and discourses but also in the sense that they are

shaped and enacted in and through various kinds of cultural and material practices.

Just as the term ecology, refers both to a scientific practice and to a more general

sense of interconnected relational webs, so multicultural ecology can refer to a theoretical and 

applied research practice, whereas multicultural ecologies would be the variously ordered 

animate relational networks enacted in a given geographical locale or in the world at large. 

The apparent tension between the two terms, with the first suggesting a relativistic 



culturalism and the second a scientific realism, can be considered a productive tension, the 

relativism of multiculturalism delimits the imperial tendencies of uncritically applied science, 

whereas the realism of ecology points toward a material anchor for the former term. Such a 

multicultural ecology would recognize the non-essentialist and dialogical nature of cultural

ecological interaction, which is always embedded within significatory and discursive

practices and materially embodied ecological.

At the same time, it would recognize that there are relative stabilities, Knots and 

nodes tying together different networks, and levels of enaction that are more encompassing, 

in scale and in scope, than others. Recent work under the rubric of political ecology has been 

especially insistent on examining the interconnection between large-scale and more locally 

embedded social and ecological processes. More extensive network building activities, such 

as those represented by modernization or economic and cultural globalization, have increased 

the tendency for cultural-ecological networks to interact and mutually modify and transform 

each other, leading to the increased destabilization of formerly established ones. 

In the process, certain such networks have tended to dominate or even suffocate 

others, while others have become nested within larger ones, changing in specific ways while 

retaining structural characteristics in the process. The incorporation of developing countries 

into the world economy, for instance, involves a set of processes by which existing social and 

ecological relations are disentangled and their elements are reterritorialized into the 

production of new actors and new network relations such as private property, cash crop 

agriculture, emergence of local or state elites, transnational corporations, and international

agencies. In the process, some of the previously existing network relations e.g., subsistence 

farming, unwritten collective understandings about access to land may be more subject to 

disentanglement than others e.g., patterns of male domination, power relations among tribal 

groups, with the latter persisting in various forms. 

Where social movements emerge to resist the new networks, they in turn may give 

rise to alternative translocal networks connecting the interests of local groups. These 

competing networks involve not only social groups vying for power but cultural-ecological 

practices (subsistence versus cash crop farming), technical apparatuses, and other kinds of 

material, semiotic, and animate actants. An analysis of any such complex sets of 

transformations is bound to raise political questions at various junctures questions such as 

“What is gained and what is lost, who is heard and who is silenced” (Brosius 16).



Political ecology, like all critical social science, includes among its goals the 

clarification of the political stakes for different actors in a conflict, examining the ways in 

which institutions and social groups vie for power, contest meanings, and so on. I referred 

earlier to the criticism that ANT is not capable of providing normative or critical tools for 

social analysis. Through an alignment with such approaches as political ecology, ANT has 

the potential of providing more fine-tuned analyses of how networks come to be constructed, 

contested, and resisted, at a range of scales. ANT has raised questions about the identities of 

the constructors and resisters; Michel Callon’s (1986) analysis of the domestication of 

scallops in St. Brieuc Bay, for instance, portrayed scallops as resisting their attempted 

enrollments by fishermen and scientists. 

The notion of animacy, as presented above, would seem to suggest that scallops can

indeed be resisters but that door closers (of the hinge, spring, or hydraulic type) perhaps

cannot, because scallops act on the affordances they perceive around them, whereas door 

closers do not (see Johnson, 1988). Both, however, can be enrolled into networks by human 

social groups, and both, in turn, raise political questions. These include questions about 

humans (for instance, who has power to make decisions) and about nonhumans (for instance,

about whether scallops, whales should be considered agents and granted one or another kind 

of consideration in human decisions). Such questions have generally been deferred, 

heretofore, by assuming a fixed ontological divide between humans and nonhumans, but their 

continued deferral would seem to be unreasonable not only for the sake of the nonhumans but 

for the sake of understanding our entanglements with them.

In the end, if agency or animacy is not some fixed property carried by some entities 

and not by others, if it is instead a circulating quality or force by which relations are enacted, 

then the normative criterion that most readily suggests itself is this one that the networks we 

co construct be such that agency/animacy can circulate freely, not be fixed and confined 

within rigid hierarchies of who is heard and who is silenced, who issues orders and who is to 

carry those orders out. An ethic of circulating agency, then, is one of dialogue, relationality, 

and, in one sense or another, participatory democracy an expansive democracy that includes 

various kinds of actors, some of whom vote in elections, others who vote with their feet (or

fins), and others who enter silently into contracts but who alter those contracts in the process.

Three approaches to this “one-many problem” of pluralistic, multicultural 

environmental ethics suggest themselves. The first we may call the “ecological” approach; a 



second we may call the “hegemonic” approach; a third approach, which combines positive 

aspects of the other two, we may call the “orchestral” approach. The first is radically 

pluralistic and bottom-up; the second is monolithic, overbearing, and top-down. The third is 

temperately pluralistic and represents a middle path between bottom-up and top-down 

approaches.

To conclude, then, in light of the realist-constructivist debate, I have tried here to

suggest some theoretical resources for rethinking and challenging the dichotomy of nature 

and culture. Situating this debate within the long-standing modernist tradition of categorically 

distinguishing nature from culture and subject from object, I have suggested that a non

dualistic space of provisional neutrality, necessary for the task of rethinking nature/culture, 

could be gleaned from the efforts of actor network theorists but that these efforts leave certain 

gaps that need to be addressed otherwise. The gaps in theorizing agency and macro-scale 

cultural-ecological interactions are being addressed in potentially compatible research 

programs (e.g.,political ecology, environmental anthropology). I hope, however, through 

linking concepts such as animacy and multicultural ecology with ANT, to have suggested a

few new points of connection and compatibility. Also, I hope to have demonstrated that there 

is an important normative dimension associated with the notion of agency and animacy, 

particularly as it is recognized that these circulate within all relational networks. Although I 

have suggested how these concepts can enrich the understanding of environmental issues, 

future research devoted to their deeper integration and development and to the understanding 

of their normative implications is necessary
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